Meet cleaning challenges with increased efficiency.
Please consult your local regulatory agency for workers safety requirements.
ProTeam vacuums help extract and eliminate dust, dirt and allergens. This effective combination tackles large and small project work. After a fire, flood, or catastrophe, ProTeam vacuums and air movers help impose order and return a home or business to a safe and comfortable state. Respond with powerful suction, large capacities, and advanced filtration for maximum efficiency during pre-construction, post-construction, and final cleanups.

Cleaning for Health® & ProLevel Filtration

The unique ProTeam method of suction-vacuuming cleans carpets, hard floors, and other surfaces without stirring up dust – so the environment stays cleaner and more particulate is captured, contained, and removed.

• **CLEAN CARPET & HARD SURFACES** without stirring up dust.
• **ENVIRONMENT STAYS CLEANER**, reducing the need to dust as often.
• **VACUUMS DESIGNED TO IMPROVE** indoor air quality.
• **LOW DECIBEL LEVELS REDUCE** noise pollution.

FACT:
Between 2000 and 2019, natural disasters caused over $130 trillion in damage & affected over 3 billion people.

Source: UNISDR (The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction)

Backpack Vacuum Cleaner Efficiency

In 5 passes, the ProTeam backpack vacuum is:

• 43% more efficient than a commercial upright vacuum.
• 30% more efficient than a canister in removing soil.

Source – Quality Environmental Services & Technologies, 1996; APC Filtration, Inc., 1996; An Evaluation of ProTeam’s QuarterVac and CoachVac in a School Environment, Dr. Eric Brown, Cleaning Research International, UK, 1994

APPLICATIONS

- Carpets & Subfloors
- Meets EPA RRP Rule
- Water Damage
- Jobsite Cleanup
- Multiple Uses for Many Applications
PROTEAM SUPER COACH PRO®
- Fast and efficient
- Clean with less effort
- Versatile
- Jobsite cleanup

PROTEAM LINEVACER®
- Meets EPA RRP Rule
- HEPA or ULPA filtration system
- Certain hazardous material removal*

PROTEAM PROFORCE®
- Cost effective dual motor
- Low profile with advanced filtration
- Post-construction final cleaning

PROTEAM PROGUARD® WET/DRY
- Handy for emergency spills
- Maneuverable
- Heavy duty
- Water removal and cleanup

PROTEAM PROB-LITZ® AIRMOVER
- Low amp draw
- Maximum airflow
- 3 speeds & positions
- Drying of wet and damaged carpets and floors

*The ProTeam LineVacer with HEPA or ULPA configuration may be used to remove certain hazardous materials, such as mold and lead. When using the LineVacer vacuum cleaner to remove hazardous materials, consult your applicable regulatory agencies for additional requirements.

ProGuard Wet/Dry vacuums deliver unmatched power, performance and durability & include thoughtful features that make our vacuums easier & more convenient to use.

Quickly Dry Flooring & Crawl Spaces

With 3 fan speeds and 3 operating positions, the ProBlitz AirMover dries carpets and subfloors quickly with the ultimate quiet performance.

- Easy Transport – Optional telescoping handle & wheels (ProBlitz XP only)
- Flexibility – Three operating positions to direct air where you need it
- Stackable – Convenient storage
- Low Amp Draw – Multiple units on a single circuit
- Quiet – Operate without disruption
- Reduce Re-soiling – High-speed drying after wet extraction

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE RIGHT JOB
A VAST ARRAY TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

#100110 Dust Brush
#10108 Crevice Tool
#106194 14” Hard Surface Floor Tool with Scalloped & Flat Felt Brush
#100150 36” One-Bend Bulk Pickup Tool

#100614 Horse Hair Brush Floor Tool
#100155 Gulper Aluminum Floor Tool
#100623 Hard Surface Tool w/ Nylon Brush
#100147 Carpet Floor Tool with Scallops
COMPLETE RESTORATION SERVICES AND PROTEAM

Chris Langdon, the owner and president of Complete Restoration Services, has been in restoration work for over a decade with various companies. When he decided to start his own company in 2008, he knew that choosing the right tools could make or break his business.

“Tools are everything,” said Langdon at his office in Boise, ID. “If you don’t have the right tools, the work will suffer. You have to have effective tools and processes in place before you start the job.”

He purchased three ProTeam backpack vacuums for the opening of his business. Today he has a staff of 14, and his staff uses their ProTeam backpacks on every job.

People come to restoration contractors in times of need and stress. There has been a fire, a flood, or someone is feeling sick from toxic mold. Langdon’s job is to assure his clients that their lives will go back to normal as quickly as possible.

“Our customers are never happy to have to call us for restoration services, but we try to keep them happy after they do. If customers see their homes in chaos, they worry that our work is not being done right. I emphasize cleanliness with all my employees.”

Langdon says the average job involves about three hours of vacuuming, and all areas are vacuumed three to five times during each job. When Langdon’s workers cut out damaged drywall, they hook up the drywall saw to a backpack vacuum to control dust. For fire restoration jobs, they vacuum the walls, ceiling, floor, subfloor, and studs to capture soot. They even vacuum clothing and furniture. Whatever structures are too badly damaged they remove and vacuum the surfaces beneath that.

It is crucial that restoration contractors remove as many contaminants as possible from the environment. Even particles that are invisible to the eye can be aspirated into the lungs and harm human health. ProTeam backpack vacuums feature ProLevel Filtration to help remove allergens and improve Indoor Air Quality.

“Filtration is important, especially on the mold jobs,” said Langdon. “The ProTeam backpacks do a remarkable job capturing all the spores. When we are tested by an independent third party, they say we run the cleanest job sites they’ve ever seen.”